
No, one surely shouldn’t ignore God’s law, specifically the Ten Commandments.
Jesus showed great reverence for the law. He told the crowd in his Sermon on the
Mount, in a passage recorded in Matthew 5, that he had come to fulfill the law, not
to abolish it. He told the crowd that not the least letter of the law would pass
without fulfillment. He warned the crowd that those who broke the law and taught
others to do so would be least in heaven, while those who kept the law would be
great in heaven. He even warned in the same passage that they’d have to do better
than the religious leaders and law experts did, or they’d not even make it into
heaven. And he then raised, not lowered, the standard on what meeting the Ten
Commandments requires.

Yet notice that Jesus did not say that those who broke the law would not make it to
heaven. Indeed, Jesus implied the opposite in the passage just cited, saying that
lawbreakers would be least in heaven, leaving the implication that they would still
be in heaven, would still make it to heaven. This passage confirms as to the law,
what Jesus simultaneously taught as his core good-news message, that salvation
comes by faith in his grace and resurrection, not by law-keeping. As John 3:17
states, God did not send his Son into the world to condemn it but to save it through
him. Law keeping is good, salvation is better, and law keeping with salvation is
best.

What Christians mean when saying that they are under God’s grace is thus
important. No Christian should use grace as an excuse to break one of the Ten
Commandments. Breaking laws is not grace’s point. Grace doesn’t suspend the law.
Rather, grace suspends punishment for breaking the law, under certain conditions,
specifically, confession of Christ and belief in his resurrection. The difference
between grace not suspending law but rather suspending punishment for law
breaking may be a fine point, but the difference is still important.

To put it more directly, the Christian who deliberately, continuously, and
gratuitously breaks the law while claiming God’s grace has not made an authentic
confession. One cannot genuinely confess the need for Christ’s forgiveness, while
continuously doing more things that one knows require forgiveness. Some call such
deliberate misconduct in the face of Christ’s grace, as crucifying Christ all over
again, which is an impossibility, an absurdity, as Hebrews 6:4-6 explains. One who



makes a sound, honest confession simply won’t turn right around and deliberately
commit transgressions that require ever deeper forgiveness. Repentance, meaning
turning from deliberate wrongs, marks an authentic confession.

Christians may, though, distinguish between, on the one hand, God’s civil
ordinances, those laws that he gave Israel to constitute it among nations, such as for
destruction of property and various crimes, and ceremonial laws about clean and
unclean things and required sacrifices, from, on the other hand, God’s moral
commandments, expressed summarily in the Ten Commandments. For instance,
Christians do not generally follow dietary practices that the Old Testament
commands. Nor do Christians offer sacrifices of lambs and doves. The reason may
not be so much in the differences among the laws, though, as in Christ’s fulfillment
of the laws of cleanliness and sacrifice, that things that were formerly unclean and
that required sacrifice, are now clean. The apostle Peter’s experience with the
centurion Cornelius, recorded in Acts 10, taught the early church as much.

Christians may also distinguish between the law’s spirit, which one should always
discern and follow, and the law’s letter, strict adherence to which may violate the
law’s spirit. Jesus taught the religious leaders that distinction when they confronted
him over allegedly breaking the command to rest on the Sabbath, when healing a
man with a shriveled hand. Jesus pointed out that the law encourages doing good,
thus making his healing act lawful even on the Sabbath. Jesus taught a similar
lesson when he told the religious leaders, recorded in Matthew 23:23 and Luke
11:42, that they were giving God a tenth of every little spice, like rules keepers, but
neglecting more-important matters of mercy, justice, and faithfulness. Jesus taught
the lesson yet again when in Mark 7:13 he pointed out that the religious leaders
broke the commandment to honor parents, when they insisted that their followers
instead devote to God the things with which they should have helped their parents.

Law keeping clearly requires spiritual discernment, perhaps not always meticulous
adherence. Indeed, Jesus reserved some of his harshest criticism, recorded as the
seven woes in Matthew 23:13-38, for the religious leaders who made an empty
show of rule keeping while making it impossible for their converts to keep those
rules. Read Jesus’s condemnation in which he exhorted that rule keepers look more



deeply to the things of the heart, the interior motivation, about which God concerns
himself.

Christians thus hope to avoid legalism, rule keeping simply for rule keeping’s sake,
while instead pursuing the law’s purposes, such as mercy, justice, and compassion.
Christians hope, as the apostle Paul expressed in Romans 2:15, that God finds his
law written on their hearts, their consciences guiding them in right action. Paul
concludes the passage stating that what matters is a heart that the Spirit makes pure
and right with God, not what others see one doing outwardly. Christians seek God’s
approval, not human approval for making a show of rule keeping.

So, yes, Christians follow God’s law but in the way that God most desires, with a
heart and mind to do so, with the law’s righteous purposes in mind, rather than to
gain the approval of others. That difference should be why one can trust a Christian
to do right, to follow the law’s purposes, whether others can tell or not. Christians
have an acute conscience for the law, knowing that God sees all and judges their
heart. Just don’t expect them to make a show of it.


